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In an age of 
M&A complexity, 
do you pause  
or proceed? 
Regulation, trade and tariffs 
foster a deal hiatus for some, 
while many others move 
forward with acquisition plans.
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90%
of executives expect the  
M&A market to improve

Confidence in the M&A market remains near 
record highs …

80%
of executives see corporate  
earnings improving

… supported by a positive economic environment 
that’s boosting corporate earnings.

46%
of executives cite policy  
uncertainty as the biggest  
potential risk to dealmaking

But rising geopolitical and regulatory concerns 
are perceived as a growing impediment …

46%
of executives expect to actively 
pursue an acquisition in the next 
year — the lowest for four years

… and trade and tariff issues — from the 
renegotiation of NAFTA to Brexit and  
beyond — are compelling some executives  
to pause their own M&A plans.

49%
of companies are starting  
integration planning earlier

However, integration is front and center  
for deals in process …

49%
of companies achieved lower 
synergies than anticipated in  
their most recent deal

… as executives recognize the opportunity to 
achieve greater synergies.
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Pause or proceed?
For more than three years the Global Capital Confidence Barometer has 
consistently predicted heightened M&A intentions (which have been borne 
out with record dealmaking in the market).

The fall in corporate appetite to acquire we report in this edition is perhaps not 
surprising. M&A appetite remains robust on the whole and many companies will 
proceed with dealmaking plans as they look to gain competitive advantage.

Some companies, however, have opted to pause. They haven’t left the deal table 
permanently — they just want a timeout. 

Why? 

Two key reasons:

•  Some will want to fully assess the changing landscape internationally and the 
implications before firming up future deal plans. Regulation, tariffs, NAFTA, 
Brexit — these are all issues creating uncertainty. Depending on their sector or 
location, some companies will have a greater sensitivity to how these issues 
are resolved. They are awaiting more clarity before they continue M&A.

•  Some companies also need some respite to fully integrate the deals they  
have undertaken in the past three years. A lot of deals have been done and — 
as our survey shows — a number of companies have a renewed focus on 
ensuring deal integration delivers the right synergies and value (see “Spotlight” 
on pages 10 and 11). Sometimes a break between courses is needed to make a 
meal more enjoyable.

What does all this mean for the deal market? The speed of change is relentless 
and M&A has proven to be an effective means to move quickly to gain 
competitive advantage or defend against future disruptors. 

That still holds true. 

We may see fewer deals in the near term. The next 12 months will probably 
not be as strong as the last 12. But the M&A imperative remains and those 
companies opting for a dealmaking timeout now will return to the deal table  
at some point soon.

Steve Krouskos
EY Global Vice Chair 
Transaction Advisory Services
See page 16 for the key takeaways that help define  
M&A success in today’s deal economy.
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Corporate  
earnings

Improving

74%

77%

80%

Stable

25%

23%

19%

Declining

1%

0%

1%

Short-term  
market stability

52%

50%

68%

43%

48%

30%

5%

2%

2%

Credit  
availability

53%

53%

77%

43%

46%

21%

4%

1%

2%

Equity valuations/ 
stock market outlook

51%

45%

78%

43%

53%

20%

6%

2%

2%

 Oct 17  Apr 18  Oct 18

Q Please indicate your level 
of confidence at a global 
level in the following:

77+45+51+21+53+43+2+2+6

73+26+1+N
What is your perspective on 
growth today?Q 26%

1%

Oct 17 Apr 18 Oct 18

 Improving

 Stable

 Declining79+19+2+N
19%

2%

79%
Improving

73%
Improving 85+14+1+N

14%

1%

85%
Improving
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Strong corporate earnings 
underpin outlook for 
capital markets

Executives see upside  
in the global economy, 
more so than local or 
sector growth

Strong corporate earnings and open credit markets point to a continued upswing in 
equity markets. 

Stronger-than-anticipated earnings in the first half of 2018 are underpinning executives’ 
outlook for capital markets and improved valuations.

Despite occasional tremors, underlying stability in many asset classes is in place and 
executives do not expect this to change in the coming months at a global level.

However, potential pressures on emerging market economies may increase volatility in 
some equity and credit markets, with a potential for cross-asset contagion through the 
latter months of 2018 and into early 2019.

Global growth desynchronizes, but still running at an elevated level.

Amid rising tensions over international trade, the broad global expansion that began two 
years ago has leveled off and become less balanced. But executives remain confident that 
global growth in the next 12 months will remain solid.

Economic activity continues to accelerate in the United States, driven in large part by 
recent tax cuts. In contrast, while growth continues in most major economies, it has slowed 
in many of them, including countries in the euro area, Japan and the United Kingdom. 

The US dollar has already appreciated broadly through 2018, and financial conditions 
facing emerging economies have become somewhat more challenging. Were the Federal 
Reserve in the US to raise rates faster than is currently expected, many emerging market 
countries could feel more intense pressures.

Executives report a more favorable view on the global economy than local (85% say 
improving at a global level versus 67% at local), which highlights the threat to overall 
growth if more barriers to the current integrated global market are raised.

Macroeconomic and
external environment

7

6

What do you believe to be the 
greatest near-term risk to the 
growth of your core business?

Q Disruptive forces
31%

Regulatory, geopolitical and policy uncertainty
29%

Talent and workforce
17%

Rising interest rates
13%

Changes in the global tax landscape
10%

31+29+17+13+10
What do you see as the biggest 
potential risk to dealmaking in 
the next 12 months?

Q

46+23+17+9+5+M 46%
Regulation and 

political uncertainty

23%
Difficulty in identifying 

high-quality assets

17%
Funding availability 

for deals

9%
High valuations

5%
Shareholder 

activism
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Disruption, technology 
and shifting consumer 
preferences pose the 
greatest near-term risk  
to businesses

While not capturing as many headlines as trade and tariff policy, disruptive forces, 
especially technology, remain at the heart of the known risks. 

The pace of change wrought by technologies, especially those that enable customers 
to adapt preferences or buying behaviors, cannot be underestimated. Executives are 
continuing to focus on these disruptive forces, even as they negotiate other risks.

Increasing, and evolving, government and regulatory intervention in business issues and 
M&A is an emerging risk for executives. New policies on trade, tariffs and anti-trust need 
to be understood amid heightened policy uncertainty.

Policy uncertainty  
the biggest headwind  
to dealmaking in the  
near-term

Increasing regulatory intervention, combined with rising nationalism and 
protectionism, pose a potential headwind to dealmaking. 

Policy uncertainty, both in terms of trade and tariffs and competition rules, are  
cited as the biggest challenge to dealmakers over the near term by nearly half of our 
survey respondents.

Certainty about the rules governing trade and market access have been a major driver 
of dealmaking, in particular cross-border, through the past two decades. As the global 
market has liberalized and opened up, executives have become more comfortable dealing 
in new markets.

Any significant changes to the liberalized, open and global markets pose new challenges 
and companies will need to adapt. As these considerations become clearer over the 
coming months, companies may be better able to navigate this evolving landscape.

Macroeconomic and external environment
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A second 
referendum in 

the UK

The 
Switzerland 

model

The  
Norway  
model

The  
Canada  

and Japan  
model

The  
UK White  

Paper  
option

Revert to  
WTO rules

UK

European 
Union

Rest of 
world

Less likely No change More likely

UK

European 
Union

Rest of 
world
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Executives want 
familiarity, not 
uncertainty, over  
trade post-Brexit

Executives look to established frameworks as the preferred outcome to  
UK and EU negotiations. 

Brexit is the prime example of previously understood trade and tariff policy being 
upended. Executives are clearly signaling they would prefer a known framework to 
replace the existing UK/EU trading relationship.

The preferred options for respondents are ones built on familiar frameworks. Existing 
EU trade relationships, whether Swiss, Norwegian or Canadian, can be modeled into 
companies’ plans and operations.

Less favored is the UK’s current White Paper, otherwise known as the Chequers plan.  
This will be an unfamiliar framework, which may pose new challenges to companies, 
especially where trade in goods and services is intertwined.

What executives signal they do not want is the continuation of uncertainty that a second 
referendum in the UK will entail or a fall-back to World Trade Organization (WTO) rules. 
This “hard Brexit” would be problematic for many companies, as the UK is yet to agree its 
own position with regard to the WTO and the conditions of its independent membership.

The UK’s pre-eminence  
in financial services looks  
to be under pressure, 
post-Brexit

The City of London will need to re-engage with many customers to build new 
relationships post-Brexit.

The departure of the UK from the EU will mean that Europe’s pre-eminent financial center 
will soon be outside the EU’s jurisdiction.

Brexit will exacerbate the competitive, political, regulatory and technological forces that 
are reshaping the European financial services landscape. This will reopen questions about 
international models and the benefits of scale in some financial services business models. 
Executives are signaling a difficult period for the UK financial services industry post-Brexit. 
Increasing political volatility, another round of new regulations and persistent questions 
about technological transformation may lead them to shift strategic portfolio priorities.

UK financial services providers will be looking to mitigate any challenges and that business 
relationships will evolve in the new landscape.

Spotlight

Brexit

After the UK leaves the EU, 
is your company more or 
less likely to seek financial 
services advice, products 
and services (investment 
banking, professional 
services, etc.) from London-
based financial institutions?

Q

What do you think should 
be the preferred outcome 
of the UK and EU Brexit 
negotiations?*

* Refer to the bottom of page 5 for  
additional information.

Q

41% 16% 23% 6%5% 8%

33+ 48+ 1945+ 14+ 4142+ 13+ 45

1+ 38+ 27+ 24+ 7+ 35+ 41+ 23+ 17+ 9+ 55+ 41+ 16+ 23+ 8+ 6

42% 13%45%

45% 41% 14%

48%33% 19%

41% 23% 17% 5%5% 9%

38% 27% 24% 7%
3%1%

Negative Positive

Short-term to  
medium-term earnings

Talent retention  
and recruitment, 
including the free 
movement of labor

Size of operations  
and number of 
employees in the UK

Size of operations and 
number of employees  
in the EU

Investments and 
acquisitions, including 
workforce, in the UK

Investments and 
acquisitions, including 
workforce, in the EU

Investments and 
acquisitions, including 
workforce, outside  
the UK

Investments and 
acquisitions, including 
workforce, outside the EU

 Rest of world  European Union  UK 
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Brexit introduces  
new risks, but many  
UK executives see 
potential upside

UK companies may seem sanguine about Brexit, but it is more likely they have been 
planning more extensively for every outcome.

The negotiations between the UK and EU over the initial withdrawal have still to be 
finalized, yet alone the shape of any future trading relationship. However, UK executives 
in our survey are more positive about the impact of Brexit on a range of financial and 
operational issues than either their EU-based counterparts or those from outside the EU.

This possibly reflects that Brexit has been the lens through which the UK has considered 
every issue over the past two years since the referendum. UK companies have had to 
consider their strategies and reshape their portfolios within this environment. They 
may have been ahead of the curve when considering each strategic decision within an 
environment of geopolitical flux.

As rhetoric about trade and tariffs, protectionism and barriers increase, companies 
should actively employ scenario analysis to build optionality and flexibility into their 
business plans.

In the event of the UK leaving 
the EU in March 2019, what  
do you currently consider  
the impact will be on your 
business/operations? 

Q

* The Norway model — the European Economic Area option: access to single market for most goods and services; power to strike  
free-trade deals; UK must accept free movement of people and make EU contributions

The Switzerland model — the Economic Free-Trade Agreement option: bilateral agreement with EU affording UK select access to 
single market for goods but not services; UK must accept free movement of people and make specific EU contributions

The Canada and Japan model — the Free-Trade Agreement option: tariff-free access for most goods — services not necessarily 
included — but custom controls in place; UK does not need to accept free movement of people

The UK White Paper option — UK part of a free-trade area for goods but different rules for services; shared EU-UK customs border 
but with right to diverge on tariffs and strike own FTAs; free movement of people to be replaced by a mobility scheme with preferential 
access for EU citizens

Revert to WTO rules — acceptance of EU tariffs on goods exported to single market; UK halts EU contributions and free movement  
of people

A second referendum in the UK — Article 50 to be halted
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1+ 2+32+ 6439+ 2723+ 35+ 4 39+34+14+7+3+3 As a result of your most recent 
portfolio review, what was the 
main action taken?

Q We identified an asset at risk of disruption to divest 39%

We identified an underperforming asset to divest 34%

We identified areas where we need to make acquisitions 14%

We differentially invested capital in a particular business unit 7%

We rebalanced capital allocation across the whole portfolio 3%

We did not take any specific actions 3%

How frequently are you 
reviewing your portfolio?Q

 Apr 18  Oct 18

2% 1%

Every quarter

Less frequently than annually

Annually

Every six months

Continuously

64% 33%

27%

22%
3%

4% 4%

40%
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Heightened risks  
of disruption and 
increasing policy 
uncertainty accelerating 
portfolio reviews

As external uncertainties rise, executives are increasing the frequency of their own 
internal portfolio analysis. 

While disruption from changing consumer preferences driven by technology is now ever 
present, potential changes to global trade policies are becoming an increasingly pressing 
issue in company boardrooms.

The pressure from investors for companies to maintain or improve both margins and 
payouts has intensified during the current cycle. Investors, both activist and institutional, 
are demanding even more during a sustained period of record profitability and corporate 
earnings growth.

Executives indicate they are accelerating their portfolio reviews. A critical component 
of this will be understanding the resilience of their current supply and operational eco-
systems. This will help them to understand the potential for policy changes that may disrupt 
these critical chains. They will be looking to build in the agility and flexibility to adjust and 
pivot to respond to changes that may impact their access to suppliers and customers — 
even if that means reinventing their value chains to maintain business as usual.

Identifying potential 
divestitures becomes the 
focus of portfolio reviews

With pressure from investors to maintain margins, companies are looking to redefine 
their portfolio.

Companies continue to look at their portfolios and align their strategy and growth 
prospects. Executives are looking to divest underperforming assets and operations  
that are at risk from technology, digital and customer disruption. Those companies that 
balance acquisitions and divestitures generally outperform those that focus solely on 
either deal strategy. 

This focus on recycling capital through divestitures may likely underpin deal flow in the 
next 12 to 24 months.

20

Corporate strategy and 
portfolio transformation

What is your most significant 
workforce challenge?Q

Corporate strategy and portfolio transformation

Motivating, rewarding and retaining existing workers
43%

Reskilling existing workers to adapt to new technologies or business models
29%

Identifying and hiring people with the right skill sets
23%

Free movement of labor restrictions
5%

43+29+23+5How often do you review your 
strategic and financial criteria 
for your existing business to 
reflect changes in economic 
outlook, capital costs and 
industry dynamics?

Q

40+3+37+18+2+M 40%
Annually

37%
Every 6 months

18%
Every quarter

3%
Continuously

2%
Less frequently 
than annually
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Tight labor markets 
refocus executives’ 
attention on existing 
employees

With talent hard to secure, executives are turning inside for competitive advantage. 

Executives in our survey recognize that when it comes to growth and innovation, the risks 
and rewards associated with an organization’s talent are among the most critical areas. 

With many major economies running at near-full employment, there is a clear focus on 
the need to retain and motivate their existing talent.

Having a flexible, well-trained and rewarded workforce is key to an organization’s ability to 
capitalize on changes in customer buying patterns and emerging technology. Companies 
need to be able to pivot quickly in response to new technologies or competitive disruption. 

From building a culture where innovation thrives, to defining the company’s purpose, to 
retraining workers to meet the demands of evolving business models, a company’s people 
strategy is critical to competitive strength.

Increasing trade and 
policy uncertainty 
compelling executives to 
reimagine fundamentals 

With many current business and operating models tuned to perfection, unexpected 
changes need to be robustly tested for impact.

Executives have spent the past three decades building business models and operations 
that take full advantage of a globalized and integrated landscape. Emerging challenges to 
this view are causing executives to regularly stress-test their strategies to enable them to 
plan for multiple outcomes.

Highly integrated cross-border supply chains are one of the defining features of the 
modern world. Technology, globalization and a revolution in the way company leaders 
think about their core competencies have given rise to massive networks of interrelated 
chains that criss-cross the globe.
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Improving Stable Declining

  Oct 17  Apr 18  Oct 18

What is your expectation for 
the M&A market in the next 
12 months?

Q

90%86%57% 9%14%41% 1%2% 0%
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Executives see the M&A 
cycle continuing at 
elevated levels

Even as deal intentions 
declined for some 

The strong M&A market is expected to continue as executives predict an improving 
deal environment …

The momentum in the current M&A market, combined with the compelling rationale to 
transact, has translated to the strongest outlook for the M&A market in the history of 
our barometer. There is near unanimity that the deal environment will improve or remain 
stable over the next 12 months.

...but many believe the action will be elsewhere.

While respondents expect heightened levels of M&A, there is a decline in the percentage 
that expect to make acquisitions themselves in the next 12 months. We have seen this 
dichotomy before in our survey. This is an indication that we will likely see a temporary 
pause in activity. A brief stop to refuel, so to speak.

Given the large number of deals over the past year, many companies will be more focused 
on the integration of recently acquired assets over the next 12 months. At the same  
time, companies are actively assessing their portfolio of existing businesses. This will 
likely result in new inventory of assets coming to market in the next 12 to 24 months,  
and private equity is a likely buyer for many of these assets.

M&A 
outlook

Apr 14 Oct 14 Apr 15 Oct 15 Apr 16 Oct 16 Apr 17 Oct 17 Apr 18 Oct 18

Do you expect your company to 
actively pursue M&A in the next 
12 months?

Q

Global Capital Confidence Barometer average 44%

46%

52%

56%

59%

50%

57%
56%

30%

40%

56%

M&A outlook

Increase No change Decrease

Considering the next 12 
months, how do you expect 
your M&A pipeline to change?

Q

46%61%39% 50%38%59%
4%2% 1%

Increase No change Decrease

 Oct 17  Apr 18  Oct 18

Considering the next 12 
months, what is your 
expectation for the number 
of deal completions by your 
company compared with the 
past 12 months?

Q

54%67%37% 42%32%60%
4%3% 1%

46+61+39+50+38+59+4+1+2

54+67+37+42+32+60+4+1+3

11%

8%

What are the main strategic 
drivers for pursuing 
acquisitions?

Q

Gateway to 
new markets

Acquiring talent

Acquiring technology, new 
production capabilities or 

innovative startupsResponse to 
tariffs and 
trade barriers

Secure supply chain

Response to changing 
customer behavior

26%

21%19%

15%
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Companies are 
maintaining strong deal 
pipelines, signaling only  
a modest decline in  
near-term deal activity

Most respondents expect to maintain or increase pipelines of opportunities  
and completions over the next 12 months.

However, pipelines are expected to increase at a lesser rate than 12 months ago. This 
trend supports the view that the M&A market will remain strong in the medium to long 
term, despite some short-term softening of activity.

Entering new markets is an avenue accelerated by dealmaking. 

Despite geopolitical worries, global expansion and new market entry is the top reason for 
pursuing acquisitions.

Interestingly, 26% of respondents now see M&A as a tool to secure supply chains (11%) 
and respond to unfavorable tariffs and trade barriers (15%). This sentiment has been 
expected for some time, but is just now starting to materialize as trade regime changes in 
many geographies appear closer on the horizon. 

Not surprisingly, acquiring the technology and talent necessary to stay ahead of shifting 
customer preferences also rate as important factors for pursuing deals. 

With tight labor markets across many economies, executives say that acquiring talent has 
now become a critical component of their M&A strategy.

Strategic drivers 
underpinning M&A  
remain unchanged
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Integration has moved front and center on the M&A agenda. 

49+28+19+4 What were the achieved 
synergies compared to the 
value of synergies identified at 
the time of the deal? 

Q We achieved lower synergies than we identified 49%

We achieved the synergies we identified 28%

We achieved higher synergies than we identified 19%

We have not yet completed 4%

In an elevated deal market, 
what are you doing 
differently to increase the 
likelihood of capturing the 
synergies required to justify 
the cost of transactions?

Q
Starting 

integration 
earlier

Being more aggressive 
in setting synergy and 
transformation targets

Greater focus 
on selection of 

integration leadershipNothing different

49%

26%

18% 7%
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Post-deal integration 
should be a pre-deal 
consideration

The identification and realization of synergies are at the heart of M&A value  
creation — but this is only the start of the journey.

Executives are signaling that they are preparing for post-deal integration earlier in the 
deal life cycle than they have in the past. Acquiring companies will capture synergies 
effectively only if they map them out upfront and assign accountability for monitoring 
their progress. 

However, this requires experience of understanding and identifying where value can be 
created, what is proven to work and where the risks lie. To secure competitive advantage, 
value needs to be identified early, often with limited information.

Ideally, those responsible for achieving synergies should play a direct role in identifying 
and valuing specific synergies. Business units should help develop synergy assessments 
and promote buy-in very early in the process.

Many have failed to  
meet synergy goals 
historically, but the  
future looks more upbeat 

Past experience of failing to achieve synergy targets looks likely to change  
future behaviors. 

Nearly half (49%) of respondents failed to meet their synergy targets on their most recent 
deal. However, a correlation of responses to our survey questions reveals some interesting 
insights on what needs to be done differently to meet synergy targets on future deals.

Those who are more aggressive in setting synergy targets are more likely to achieve  
or exceed targets. Over two-thirds (69%) either met or achieved higher synergies  
than expected.

Most interestingly, respondents who plan to start integration earlier on future deals have 
likely been influenced by recent experience. Two-thirds (66%) of respondents who are 
looking to move integration plans forward in the deal process had achieved lower levels of 
synergies than originally targeted in their most recent deal.

A cautionary insight: half of respondents who did not plan to change their synergy 
strategy on future deals, under-achieved their targets on their most recent transaction.

Integration and synergies
Spotlight

Synergies can be the competitive advantage in a bidding process. They are a major part of the narrative 
that executives use to explain the strategic objectives of a transaction to their own boards, shareholders  
and the market.

43+ 42+ 15+
Where do you expect the 
majority of synergies to  
be achieved?

Q

Technology

Bottom-line 
synergies Top-line 

synergies42%

43%

15%
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Efficiencies and 
technology seen as  
the best route to  
generate synergies

Successful integration 
comes at a price

Reducing duplication and maximizing efficiencies, together with the potential boost 
from technology, is driving synergy strategies.

Those respondents who primarily focused on bottom-line or top-line synergies were more 
successful in their post-deal integration. In both cases, more than half met or exceeded 
expectations. But for those who relied on applying technology and intellectual property 
(IP) from one company to the operations of the other, results were less positive. The 
majority (67%) under-achieved their synergy targets in their most recent deal.

However, executives may need to look beyond the first 12 months to assess the  
longer-term benefits of technology and IP value creation. Technology and IP synergies 
may lead a buyer into new markets or entirely new business lines — creating products 
or services that existing customers will welcome. These may also take longer to 
make an impact on the acquiring company’s top or bottom line. They should consider 
implementing bespoke integration solutions for technology-based assets to maximize  
and accelerate value creation.

Companies that spent more on the integration process outperformed their  
pre-deal targets.

As well as starting planning earlier and building the right integration teams, companies 
should realize that success comes with a cost attached. 

Those companies that met or exceeded their original synergy targets spent on average 
of 8% more (as a percentage of announced synergies) than those that failed to meet their 
ambitions. But these successful integrators also targeted 8% higher synergies as a share 
of deal value.

Q

Q

In terms of a percentage 
of total deal value, what 
was the value of  
synergies identified?

51%+

41%–50%

31%–40%

21%–30%

11%–20%

0%–10%

0%–10% 11%–20% 21%–30% 31%–40% 41%–50% 51%+

How much did you spend on the full integration process as a percentage of 
announced synergies?

Number of respondents:  1–10  11–50  51–100  101–300  301+
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31+27+23+12+5+2 What will be the main themes of 
M&A in the next 12 months?Q An increase in private equity as a major acquirer of assets

31%

An increase in cross-sector M&A driven by technology and digital
27%

An increase in barriers to cross-border dealmaking
23%

A continuation of megadeal M&A activity
12%

An increase in hostile and competitive bidding
5%

A slowdown in M&A activity
2%

46+39+15+ Do you expect to see increasing 
competition for assets in the 
next 12 months?

Q If so, from where? Q

Private equity and other funds
46%

Corporate investment fund
39%

Corporate buyers
15%

68%
Yes

32%
No

68+32+N
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Navigating policy and technology disruption and the rise of private capital continue 
to be major themes in M&A.

With record levels of dry powder, PE and other sources of private capital are expected to be 
a major buyer in M&A over the near term. 

Another major theme will be cross-sector deals. As customer pressure compels companies 
to operate outside of traditional sector boundaries, M&A may be the fastest route for 
companies to respond to these challenges.

And uncertainty over governmental involvement in the dealmaking process is an emerging 
challenge. Understanding how to position cross-border deals with regulators and other 
stakeholders is essential, and also an area that requires planning early in the process.

New sources of private capital coming on stream will heighten competition  
for acquisitions. 

As well as traditional private-equity buyers, corporate executives are expecting to see 
increasing pressure for assets from venture capital, corporate venture capital funds, 
sovereign wealth funds and family offices.

Private capital is increasingly investing for the medium and long term. They are also 
returning to the M&A market with significant purchasing power. Corporate executives 
should be prepared for increased competition for assets — or be open to collaborating with 
PE on deals, especially when acquired assets may need to be divested to execute the deal.

This should enable corporates to widen the pool of potential buyers on divestments, even 
though it complicates acquisition strategies on the buy-side.

Major themes 
in M&A

PE to be a major 
influence in near-term 
dealmaking, and cross-
sector on the rise

Private capital also 
provides increasing 
competition for assets

28

29

31+27+23+12+5+2
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Mining and metals
• The mining and metals sector is expected to see a 

significant rise in M&A activity over the next year. 
The focus in 2018 is shifting from divestment-led 
transactions to strategic growth-centered deals. 
Consolidations for scale and efficiency may also 
become a critical driver of deals in the sector.

• With debt levels falling on the back of stronger 
cash flows and limited appetite for investment, 
significant capital was returned to shareholders 
in 2017.

• Divergence in commodity price performance 
is expected; miners will diversify by region and 
commodity to balance portfolios and hedge 
against revenue fluctuations.

• The rapid evolution and expected growth of 
battery technology will attract investment. 
Priority will be low-risk jurisdictions in North 
America, Australia and parts of South America.

• Given the poor returns on capital invested 
through the previous cycle, shareholders will 
be scrutinizing acquisition plans closely. The 
emphasis on capital discipline remains, but miners 
can be expected to consider JVs and strategic 
partnerships to mitigate financial risk.

Advanced manufacturing
• Industry 4.0 is reshaping capital agendas for 

advanced manufacturing companies. Many 
companies are shifting from asset-based 
manufacturing to “manufacturing services” 
models. This is being driven by the expansion 
of digital technology in manufacturing and the 
increased willingness of customers to be served 
via connected systems (as a service model).

• Advanced manufacturing companies are 
continuing to pursue lean operational structures 
with a focus on core growth segments. Portfolio 
transformation remains high on the boardroom 
agenda as manufacturers seek to divest 
underperforming operations or those at risk  
of disruption.

• Deal valuations are still relatively high, 
supported in part by a fear of missing the 
digital transformation of manufacturing 
and competition from PE. While advanced 
manufacturing companies have an optimistic 
view of their deal pipelines, they are also 
prepared to walk away from deals over 
disagreements in valuations.

• Cross-border deal activity continues to be 
elevated despite the recent spike in trade and 
tariff concerns. Advanced manufacturing 
companies will continue to look across all 
markets for innovation and growth potential.

Financial services
• In the banking sector, strategies are shifting  

to selective growth strategies. Acquisition of 
new products and technology is high on the 
agenda. FinTech assets will continue to be 
highly attractive as financial institutions look 
for opportunities to collaborate, invest in or 
acquire innovation companies. Larger deals will 
come from continuing consolidation within the 
payments segment.

• For insurers, portfolio optimization continues 
to be an active driver of M&A as major players 
look to simplify and streamline their businesses. 
At the same time, the need for growth, as well 
as wider business and sector transformation, 
is driving large-scale consolidation. Insurtech 
investments are increasingly seen as a way  
of accessing and operating in emerging  
“digital ecosystems.”

• Wealth and asset management is experiencing 
a perfect storm of client, technological 
and regulatory transformation. Wealth and 
asset managers are looking to broaden their 
offerings, increase efficiencies and unlock  
the potential of digital and technology  
through M&A.

Oil and gas 
• Rising oil prices, growth in demand, the 

stronger financial position of oil companies  
and improving availability of capital have  
raised expectations of increased M&A activity  
in the sector.

• Elevated oil prices have increased confidence 
in the oil and gas markets. A sudden spike in oil 
price, however, may create valuation gaps and 
dampen deal activity.

• Consolidation in the US Permian Basin, tax and 
regulatory reforms in the US and elsewhere, 
and ongoing restructuring in oilfield services 
will also create M&A opportunities.

• Geopolitical risks are intensifying, with the US 
reimposing sanctions on Iran and continuing 
trade tensions between the US and China. 
However, the likely impact on oil and gas 
dealmaking should be muted.

• Portfolio optimization continues to remain a 
major theme driving oil and gas transactions.

• Companies are holding firm on capital spending 
limits but are expected to build more optionality 
into their portfolios and set themselves up for 
future growth or business transformation.

Power and utilities
• There is greater confidence in the global 

economy. This is a relief for power and utility 
(P&U) companies that have experienced lower 
sales from stagnant growth. That stagnation was 
due to rising energy efficiency and conservation, 
as well as distributed generation, leading to 
downward pressure on revenues.

• Dealmaking intentions remain at record levels. 
With a historically low interest-rate environment, 
there is strong confidence around credit and 
access to capital, which promotes dealmaking.

• There is also interest from private equity. 
Dedicated utility and infrastructure funds 
have enormous amounts of dry powder for 
investments, which is driving robust M&A.

• P&U companies are focusing strategic targets on 
climate goals in the form of renewables growth 
and efficient natural-gas-fired generation to 
tackle intermittency and security of supply, 
coal-fired generation phase-out and nuclear 
decommissioning. 

• Companies in the P&U sector are also 
increasingly exploring new technologies, 
including battery storage, electric vehicle 
infrastructure and digital grid technologies,  
which may accelerate dealmaking in the  
next year.

Sector
outlook

Life sciences
• While the strategic drivers for M&A remain 

positive, dealmaking has been more muted than 
anticipated given the 2017 passage of US tax 
reform. With a few exceptions, large biopharma 
companies have steered away from megadeals. 
There is a growing “less is more” attitude, as 
companies use bolt-on acquisitions to create 
scale and divest non-core assets.

• Acquirers are looking to alliances, asset swaps 
and JVs as lower-risk alternatives to M&A. 
This is particularly true in the biopharma 
subsector, where a robust venture financing 
and IPO climate gives early-stage biotechs with 
promising pipelines more bargaining power.

• PE investors have been active acquirers of  
life sciences assets, particularly in medtech. 
Services businesses supporting pharma and 
specialty clinical laboratories are also attracting 
much interest.

• In 2019, life sciences companies’ aggregate 
firepower, the financial resources to do M&A, 
is at an all-time high. This could fuel larger 
M&A than we have seen recently. Some recent 
deals have demonstrated that companies are 
beginning to harness the convergent forces 
reshaping health care delivery.
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28% 72%

Oct 18

Where is your organization’s 
main focus for doing M&A in the 
next 12 months?

Q
 Cross-border

 Domestic 

* Respondents were polled on their top three investment destinations; this chart reflects the cumulative preference for each region (overall top 10 country investment destinations listed on page 15).

Primary preferred destination outside  
their domestic market/immediate region*

  Immediate region 
(countries close to home)

  Domestic market 
(home country)

  Outside domestic market/
immediate region

72%

How are changes in trade and 
tariff policies impacting the 
way you are considering cross-
border deals and operations?*
* Respondents were able to select up to three options. 
Only the top five responses are displayed and results 
reflect the percentage that chose each risk.

Q We are focusing more on cross-border opportunities
20%

We have seen a positive impact on valuations for a company or asset we are considering to acquire
17%

It has halted acquisitions we were planning to make
16%

It is making us reconsider potential acquisition targets
15%

We have seen a negative impact on valuations for a company or asset we are considering to acquire
11%

20+17+16+15+11
33+46+21
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Dealmakers continue  
to break down borders 
even as trade barriers  
are erected

With strong economic growth, the US is at the center of cross-border M&A

Trade and tariff uncertainty looks set to underpin cross-border dealmaking. 

With global trade and tariff policy becoming more uncertain, companies are planning 
more cross-border deals to mitigate the potential negative impact on their operations and 
to secure market access and protect supply chains.

Executives should remain agile in their approach to geopolitical disruption and be 
prepared to reimagine their global footprint.

Geographic
outlook

North 
America

Western 
Europe

Eastern 
Europe

Africa 
and Middle 

East

Latin 
America

Asia

40

39

Latin 
America

North 
America

Africa and 
the Middle 

East

Asia-
Pacific

Eastern 
EuropeWestern 

Europe

Geographic outlook20+17+16+15+11
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Top 10 investment destinations Top investors Top destinations Top sectors

1 United States
1. US

2. Australia

3. Japan

1. US

2. Canada

3. Brazil

1. Media and entertainment

2. Mining and metals

3. Real estate, hospitality and construction

2 United Kingdom
1. UK

2. Germany 

3. France

1.  UK

2. Germany 

3. France

1. Power and utilities

2. Telecommunications

3. Real estate, hospitality and construction

3 Canada
1.  UK

2. Canada

3. Mexico

1. Canada

2. US

3.  Côte d’Ivoire,  
Germany, Mexico

1. Health care

2. Life sciences

3. Advanced manufacturing

4 Germany
1. Germany

2. France

3. UK

1.  Germany

2. France

3. UK

1. Health care

2. Power and utilities

3. Technology

5 France
1.  France

2. Germany

3. UK

1. France

2. UK

3. Germany

1. Power and utilities

2. Real estate, hospitality and construction

3. Health care

6 China
1.  China

2. Australia

3. Japan

1. China

2. US

3. Singapore

1. Financial services

2. Real estate, hospitality and construction

3. Telecommunications

7 Brazil
1. US

2. Brazil

3. Peru

1. Brazil

2. Argentina

3. Chile

1. Telecommunications

2. Automotive and transportation

3. Life sciences

8 Australia
1.  Australia

2. China

3. UK

1. Australia

2. US

3. New Zealand

1. Financial services

2. Life sciences

3. Power and utilities

9 Japan
1. Japan

2. South Korea

3. China

1. Japan

2. US

3. UK

1. Automotive and transportation

2. Oil and gas

3. Mining and metals

10 India
1. India

2. Japan

3. China

1. India

2. US

3. UK

1. Media and entertainment

2. Life sciences

3. Advanced manufacturing

Top investment 
destinations and their  
key characteristics

The top M&A destinations of choice are countries embroiled in trade uncertainties, 
suggesting that those companies planning deals are actively looking to get ahead of 
potential geopolitical disruption.
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Key takeaways
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The Stress Test Every Business Needs: A 
Capital Agenda for confidently facing digital 
disruption, difficult investors, recessions and 

geopolitical threats is a comprehensive approach 
to creating value and flexibility in an increasing-
ly volatile business environment that presents 
both great risks and opportunities every day. The 
authors extend the banking stress test concept to 
a company’s “Capital Agenda”—how executives 
manage capital, execute transactions, and apply 
corporate finance tools to strategic and operational 
decisions. Long-term success comes from building 
resilience into each element and in the way those 
elements interact. 

The book considers traditional macroeconomic, 
sovereign-risk, and commodity-related shocks 
as well as how to deal with technological disrup-
tion, hostile takeovers, and activist shareholders. 
Companies that make poor strategic decisions or 
underperform operationally—even in a benign eco-
nomic and geopolitical climate—will likely find them-
selves facing great stresses, not only from downside 
risks but from missed opportunities as well.

Drawing upon the experience of an international 
group of EY Transaction Advisory Services col-
leagues, the book challenges readers to think dif-
ferently about many of the issues facing company 
executives today, including: 

• Setting corporate strategy in a digital world 

• Pre-empting activist shareholders 

• Using advisors wisely 

• Proactively managing intrinsic value 

• Allocating capital across the enterprise  

• Acquiring and divesting for optimum value

• Liberating excess cash 

• Integrating strategy, finance and operations to 
realize a company’s full potential

Time and time again, EY’s Capital Agenda frame-
work has proven to be a valuable tool to help boards 
and management teams make better, more informed 
decisions in today’s ever-changing markets. 

PRAISE FOR  
THE STRESS TEST EVERY BUSINESS NEEDS

“The authors have distilled decades of specialized experience into compelling recommendations for 

executives striving to create value in a volatile world. One reason why I’ve worked with EY over the 

years is the depth of its bench, and I see a similar depth in the practical advice covered in this book.”

—Robert Nardelli, Founder, XLR-8, LLC, Former Chairman and CEO of  

The Home Depot and Chrysler 

“The book’s clarity and comprehensive coverage make it an excellent practitioner’s guide to strategic 

capital management, especially for CEOs and CFOs who usually have to learn these lessons ‘on the job’.”

 —Richard S. Ruback, Willard Prescott Smith Professor of Corporate Finance, 

   Harvard Business School

“The authors expertly and succinctly detail how companies need to work, think and act differently to 

align their capital agenda to ensure profitable, sustainable growth—both organic and inorganic.”

 —Nicholas Fanandakis, Executive Vice President, DowDuPont; Executive Vice President and Chief  

   Financial Officer, DuPont

“This insightful book deserves to be read by a wide audience. For C-suite executives it is a salutary 

reminder and checklist to analyse and adapt to the dynamic ways investors and competitors argue for 

and deliver shareholder value. Conversely, this is a substantial resource for finance professionals seek-

ing to understand the common disparities between market and internal views. Highly recommended.”

—Andrew Baum, Managing Director and Global Head of Healthcare Research, Citigroup, Inc.

“Strategic capital allocation is the key to long-term value creation and this book provides actionable 

insights into how to drive returns from high priority activities like complex acquisition integration and 

synergy capture.”

—Mark Long, Chief Strategy Officer and Chief Financial Officer, Western Digital Corporation

“This collaboration has the potential to be the rarest of books—an instant classic. The authors have 

produced what I consider to be a significant contribution to the discussion of all matters capital. In a 

world of transformative surprises a resilient Capital Agenda must be the goal of every C-suite. ”

—Professor Tasadduq Shervani, Cox School of Business, Southern Methodist University

This vital resource synthesizes lessons from thousands of client engagements by EY’s Transaction 

Advisory Services. Companies that formulate strategy and set operational priorities with a balanced 

Capital Agenda are best positioned to control their own destiny. The Stress Test Every Business Needs 

provides a roadmap to future-proof a business today for stronger performance tomorrow.

For more information, see ey.com/capitalagenda
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A Capital Agenda for confidently facing
digital disruption, difficult investors,
recessions and geopolitical threats
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JEFFREY R. GREENE  
Leader, Corporate Development  
Leadership Network

Jeff leads EY’s Corporate Development Leadership 
Network—an invitation-only, permanent roundtable of 
the heads of M&A, strategy, and inorganic growth for 
40 of the largest companies in North America. For more 
than three decades, Jeff has counseled senior exec-
utives on the corporate finance implications of their 
strategic and operating decisions. His previous roles 
include Global Vice Chair—Corporate Finance and 
Global Transactions Leader for Life Sciences.

STEVE KROUSKOS 
EY Global Vice Chair, Transaction  
Advisory Services, EY Global Limited

Steve has more than 25 years of experience in 
M&A, advising corporate and private equity clients  
on multibillion-dollar, cross-border transactions. He 
chairs the TAS Global Executive and is a member of 
the EY global board. Steve is also the senior advisory 
partner for several global EY accounts. He serves 
clients across a wide-range of industries spanning 
consumer products, industrial products, life sciences, 
transportation, technology, and communications.

JULIE HOOD
EY Global Deputy Vice Chair, Transaction 
Advisory Services, EY Global Limited

Julie leads global teams to help companies solve 
their most pressing business challenges, and better 
manage their capital across five connected solutions 
of strategy, corporate finance, buying and integrating, 
selling and separating, and reshaping results. She has 
advised clients across a broad range of industries, 
establishing a deep level of operational transactional 
understanding of organizations in Asia, Europe, and 
the Americas.

HARSHA BASNAYAKE 
EY Asia-Pacific Managing Partner, 
Transaction Advisory Services

Harsha has more than 20 years of experience advising 
clients on complex cross-border transactions, as well 
as private and public sector capital decisions through-
out the Asia-Pacific Region. His primary focus is in 
valuation, financial modeling, M&A, and restructuring. 
Harsha continues to be a practicing valuation profes-
sional and chairs the Council of the Institute of Valuers 
and Appraisers of Singapore.

WILLIAM CASEY
EY Americas Vice Chair, Transaction 
Advisory Services

Bill has 35 years of experience advising on capital 
strategy, mergers and acquisitions, spinoffs, IPOs, 
and securities offerings. As EY’s Americas TAS leader 
and in prior roles, he has overseen a doubling of the 
practice to nearly 5,000 professionals. Bill has led 
some of EY’s largest client engagements for multina-
tional corporations and leading private equity firms in 
the US and Latin America.

For more information, see ey.com/capitalagenda
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• Can you find the growth?
Global growth desynchronizes while technology and 
demographics alter the global economic landscape. Advanced 
analytics and scenario planning, as part of portfolio and 
strategy reviews, can help companies more quickly identify 
the next hot spot for growth.

• How can you make certain a comma 
does not turn into a full stop?
Some companies may look to pause their dealmaking, either 
to integrate previously acquired assets or to reflect on 
geopolitical impacts on their industry. However, the M&A 
imperative remains. The pace of change is relentless and 
M&A has proven to be an effective means to move quickly 
to gain competitive advantage or defend against future 
disruptors. Those pausing may soon feel compelled to  
return to the deal table.

•  How can you find certainty in an 
uncertain regulatory environment?
Both anti-trust/competition and broader industry regulations 
are shifting as industry ecosystems evolve. A better 
understanding of the new benchmarks and metrics being 
developed to regulate industries may give companies a 
competitive M&A advantage.

• Do tariffs threaten supply chains or 
make them more flexible?
Increasing concerns about tensions between the world’s  
two largest economies are compelling companies to look  
at their own supply chains and customers. Building 
optionality through investments may enable companies  
to pivot quickly when required to protect their value  
chains and preserve growth.

• Public markets or private capital?
The rise of private capital, including private equity, super 
funds and corporate venture capital, has fundamentally 
reshaped the funding environment. Companies should 
consider which funding source best suits their needs now  
and the capital structure best suited for their future growth.

• Should your integration costs be  
seen as the best investment you  
ever made?
Companies that invest more highly into integration either 
meet or exceed synergy targets. Executives need to plan 
integration strategies earlier and ensure they factor in the 
resources and costs that can optimize M&A value creation.

•  Are technology synergies a big bang 
or a slow burn?
Many companies that underpin their synergy targets with 
monetizing technology, intellectual property or customer 
innovation appear disappointed with the results. But, unlike 
top- or bottom-line synergies, these may just take longer 
to achieve. Companies should incorporate these potential 
intangible synergies at the earliest stage of the deal process. 
They should also be prepared to wait a little longer to realize 
their targets.

• Does a search for talent need to be 
close to home?
In tight labor markets, the best candidate you are looking for 
could already be an employee. Companies need to focus on 
retaining, motivating and rewarding their existing staff.

The critical questions executives should ask 
themselves to drive better M&A in today’s 
deal economy.

More insights on how EY can help you manage your Capital Agenda 
In our new EY book The Stress Test Every Business Needs: A Capital Agenda 
for confidently facing digital disruption, difficult investors, recessions and 
geopolitical threats, the authors extend the banking stress test concept to  
a company’s “Capital Agenda” — managing capital, executing transactions, 
and applying corporate finance tools to strategic and operational decisions.
www.ey.com/en_gl/transactions/the-stress-test-every-business-needs-future-proof-your-capital

How can we seize  
growth opportunities and 
competitive advantage?

How can we make certain 
our portfolio is operationally  
fit for the future?
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How can we raise the capital 
needed to future-proof  
the business?R
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e How can we better anticipate  
and adapt to market  
conditions as they change?
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Capital Agenda — helping you 
find answers to today’s toughest 
strategic, financial, operational 
and commercial questions.

The  
Capital 
Agenda

How you manage your Capital Agenda today will define your competitive position tomorrow. We 
work with clients to create social and economic value by helping them make better, more-informed 
decisions about strategically managing capital and transactions in fast-changing markets.

Strategy Corporate 
finance

$
Buy and 
integrate

Sell and 
separate

Reshaping 
results

Enabling fast-track 
growth and portfolio 
strategies that help you 
realize your full potential 
for a better future

Enabling better 
decisions around 
financing and funding 
capital expansion  
and efficiency

Enabling strategic 
growth through 
better-integrated 
and operationalized 
acquisitions, joint 
ventures and alliances

Enabling strategic 
portfolio management, 
and better divestments 
to help you maximize 
value from a sale

Helping you transform 
or restructure your 
organization for 
a better future by 
enabling business- 
critical and capital 
investment decisions

Connected Capital Solutions Whether you’re preserving, optimizing, raising or investing, our Connected Capital Solutions can 
help you drive competitive advantage and increased returns through improved decisions across all 
aspects of your Capital Agenda.
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Canadian executives 
believe in the strength 
of the overall market, 
but are dialing back 
their deal intentions in 
the face of global risks. 
The 19th edition of the EY Global Capital Confidence 
Barometer finds that Canadian executives are taking 
a breather from record levels of deal making in recent 
years. Canadian executives are very bullish on the 
global and local economies, so we don’t believe this will 
be a long-term regression, but rather a pause to take 
the time to digest recent acquisitions and assess the 
changing global geopolitical landscape.

Overall, the survey results are very positive and speak 
to continued corporate optimism and sustained growth. 
On the domestic front, 81% of Canadian respondents see 
the local economy improving, compared with only 60% 
12 months ago. On the global front, 96% of Canadian 
respondents see the global economy improving, compared 
with 78% 12 months ago. This further strengthening in the 
economic outlook has Canadian respondents confident that 
we will see improvements across the board in corporate 
earnings, credit availability and the stock market over the 
next 12 months.

The world continues to take notice of the Canadian 
economy. Global respondents, for the second consecutive 
time, see Canada as one of the world’s top investment 
destinations, ranking it the number-three investment 
destination globally. This high ranking, the highest Canada 
has ever achieved, signals strong continued momentum for 
the Canadian economy on the whole.

In addition, we’re in the midst of a very strong M&A market, 
which Canadian respondents see continuing at an elevated 
level. The vast majority (95%) of Canadian executives see 
the global M&A market improving, compared to 44% 12 
months ago. What’s more, 81% of Canadian respondents 
see the domestic M&A market improving, compared to 51% 
a year ago. However, despite this optimism, only 46% of 
Canadian executives intend to actively pursue M&A in the 
next 12 months – a drop from the record-setting mark of 
80% in our last survey.

Why are Canadian dealmakers, who see an improving 
overall market, making the decision to step back? We’ve 
identified two key reasons for this disconnect:

1. Canadian respondents see regulatory, geopolitical and 
policy uncertainty as the greatest risk to dealmaking. 
They’re taking the time to assess and wait for the dust 
to settle on USMCA, Brexit and the looming threat of 
trade wars before firming up deal plans. We believe 
some of the pullback on deal intentions is Canadian 
executives taking the prudent step to wait.

2. Following recent record levels of M&A, Canadian 
executives are renewing their focus on realizing 
synergies and optimizing the integration of recently 
completed deals. More than half (53%) of Canadian 
respondents revealed that in a recent transaction, they 
did not achieve the synergies identified at the time the 
deal was struck. This is critical, since missing the mark 
on realizing synergies can be the difference between 
a good deal and a bad deal. The majority (80%) of 
Canadian respondents valued synergies at 20%-40% of 
the total deal value. The cause may be that Canadian 
respondents identified “back solving” into a target as 
the top method to calculate synergies — compared to 
global respondents who consulted the views of third-
party experts. Starting the integration process earlier, 
setting aggressive targets and ensuring a greater focus 
on integration leadership were identified as the top 
corrective actions taken to optimize the integration and 
achieve full value of synergies.

Canadian respondents are also using the current pause 
in deal appetite to invest in their existing operations and 
strengthen core competencies. The two most important 
corporate strategy points Canadian respondents identified 
are improving working capital and investing in existing 
operations. We are also seeing investment in Canadian 
workforces, with most Canadian respondents focusing 
on motivating, retaining and reskilling their people. 
Strengthening current operations and building the 
best internal team are giving Canadian companies the 
foundation to react quickly to the right opportunities  
in the future.

We are encouraged on the overall health of the M&A market 
and believe that the pause Canadian respondents are taking 
will have positive effects on the strength and duration of 
this M&A cycle. To Canadian executives: take a deep breath, 
digest the acquisitions you’ve made, optimize your business 
and prepare to come back to the negotiating table stronger 
than ever. 
          
Doug Jenkinson 
Partner, 
EY Transaction Advisory Services

Canada  
highlights

Canada highlights
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Canada key findings
Macroeconomic environment
Strong corporate earnings and open credit markets point to a continued upswing in equity markets.

73%
see the Canadian corporate 
earnings as improving.

81%
see the Canadian M&A market 
as improving.

83%
say equity valuations/stock 
market outlook are improving.

Buy and integrate
Executives are looking to transform their portfolios via M&A and divestments. Identification and realization of 
synergies are at the center of M&A value creation. 

46%
intend to pursue acquisitions.

48%
say they are starting 
integration planning earlier.

53%
say they achieved lower 
synergies than anticipated.

External environment
Executives are looking outside their company to understand risks and opportunities. 

30%
cite regulation and policy 
uncertainty and changes  
to the global tax landscape  
as the biggest risk to their  
core business.

19%
say due to changes in trade  
and tariff policy it is making 
them reconsider potential 
acquisition targets.

39%
an increase in private equity as 
a major acquirer of assets.

Spotlight

Top six sectors with intention to make acquisitions (Canada respondents).

Health care Life sciences Industrials Mining and metals Power and utilities Automotive and 
 transportation

Top five investment destinations:

1 2 3 4 5

Canada United States Mexico Germany Ivory Coast

3rd

Canada named as 
the #3 investment 
destination globally.
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About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory
services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build
trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies
the world over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to
deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing,
we play a critical role in building a better working world for our
people, for our clients and for our communities.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or
more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited,
each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global
Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not
provide services to clients. For more information about
our organization, please visit ey.com.

About EY’s Transaction Advisory Services
How you manage your capital agenda today will define
your competitive position tomorrow. We work with clients
to create social and economic value by helping them make
better, more-informed decisions about strategically managing
capital and transactions in fast-changing markets. Whether
you’re preserving, optimizing, raising or investing capital, EY’s
Transaction Advisory Services combine a set of skills, insight
and experience to deliver focused advice. We can help you drive
competitive advantage and increased returns through improved
decisions across all aspects of your capital agenda.
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About the survey
The Global Capital Confidence Barometer gauges corporate
confidence in the economic outlook and identifies boardroom
trends and practices in the way companies manage their Capital
Agendas — EY framework for strategically managing capital. It is a
regular survey of senior executives from large companies around
the world, conducted by Euromoney Institutional Investor Thought
Leadership (EIITL). Our panel comprises select global EY clients
and contacts and regular EIITL contributors.

• In August and September, we surveyed a panel of more than
2,600 executives in 45 countries; 68% were CEOs, CFOs and
other C-level executives.

• Respondents represented 14 sectors, including financial
services, consumer products and retail, technology, life
sciences, automotive and transportation, oil and gas, power
and utilities, mining and metals, industrials, and real estate,
hospitality and construction.

• Surveyed companies’ annual global revenues were as follows:
less than US$500m (25%); US$500m–US$999.9m (23%);
US$1b–US$2.9b (21%); US$3b–US$4.9b (9%); and greater
than US$5b (22%).

• Global company ownership was as follows: publicly listed (56%),
privately owned (39%), family owned (2%) and government or
state owned (3%).

Contacts
For a conversation about your capital strategy,
please contact us:

National
Murray McDonald
EY Leader
murray.a.mcdonald@ca.ey.com
+1 416 943 3016

Doug Jenkinson
doug.jenkinson@ca.ey.com
+1 416 943 3589

Jason Marley
jason.marley@ca.ey.com
+1 416 943 3088

British Columbia
Kevin Brennan
kevin.b.brennan@ca.ey.com
+1 604 899 3551

Alberta
Neil Narfason
neil.narfason@ca.ey.com
+1 403 206 5067

Manitoba
Joe Healey
joe.a.healey@ca.ey.com 
+1 204 954 5568

Ontario
Alex Morrison
alex.f.morrison@ca.ey.com 
+1 416 941 7743

Quebec
Ken Brooks
ken.m.brooks@ca.ey.com 
+1 514 874 4412

Atlantic
Jim Lutes
jim.d.lutes@ca.ey.com 
+1 506 634 2158


